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which had joined themselves to my religious ideas, would have
found in the eyes of my uncle.
Philo, in the mean time, had frequently been busied in the
library : he now took me along with him. We admired the selec-
tion, as well as the multitude of books. They had been collected
on my uncle's general principle; there were none to be found
among them but such as either lead to correct knowledge, or teach
right arrangement; such as either give us fit materials, or further
the concordance of our spirit.
In the course of my life I had read very largely; in certain
branches, there was almost no work unknown to me : the more
pleasant was it here, to speak about the general survey of the
whole; to mark deficiencies, and not, as elsewhere, see nothing
but a hampered confusion or a boundless expansion.
Here too we became acquainted with a very interesting, quiet
man. He was a physician and a naturalist; he seemed rather
one of the Penates than of the inmates. He showed us the
museum, which like the library was fixed in glass-cases to the
walls of the chambers; adorning and ennobling the space, which
it did not crowd. On this occasion, I recalled with joy the days
of my youth; and showed my father many of the things he had
been wont to lay upon the sick-bed of his little child, just opening
its little eyes to look into the world then. At the same time, the
Physician, in our present and following conversations, did not
scruple to avow how near he approximated to me in respect of
my religious sentiments : he warmly praised my uncle for his toler-
ance, and his esteem of all that testified or forwarded thehworth
and unity of human nature; admitting also, that he called for a
similar return from others, and would shun and condemn nothifig
else so heartily as individual pretension, and narrow exclusiveness.
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Since the nuptials of my sister, joy had sparkled in the eyes
of our uncle: he often spoke with me of what he meant to do for*
her and for her children. He had several fine estates; he man-
aged them himself, and hoped to leave them in the best condition
to his nephews. Eegarding the small estate, where we at prer
sent were, he appeared to entertain peculiar thoughts.
leave it to none," said he, " but to a person who can und
and value and enjoy what it contains, and who feels
every man of wealth and rank, especially in Germany, i
on to exhibit something like a model to others."
Most of his guests were now gone; we too were ma

